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KEY MESSAGE

CCO and CDO should be considered as an integral part of the airspace design process as detailed in 
ERNIP Part 1. Where possible, CCO and CDO should be enabled to ToC / from ToD or to / from as high 
a level as possible.

It	is	recognised	that	flying	a	well-designed	published	procedure	is	an	enabler	for	CDO	by	increasing	the	
predictability (accurate DTG) for both Flight Crew and ATCOs. Individual airspace solutions will depend 
upon	local	constraints,	topography	and	traffic	conditions.	

APPENDIX F:
AIRSPACE / PROCEDURE DESIGN

The European CCO / CDO Action Plan promotes CCO and CDO as being an integral part of the airspace design process and 
as such has proposed several text updates to the European Route Network Improvement Plan or ERNIP Part 1.

The European CCO / CDO Task Force is looking to work with stakeholders on their airspace design process to ensure that 
CCO- and CDO-enabling principles are incorporated into the airspace design process. As such, the Task Force has developed 
a set of ‘best practice’ principles for airspace design:

n Best practice airspace design principles should be detailed in guidance provided by ERNIP and be used in all airspace 
change projects;

n LoAs, where required / needed / in place, should enable optimal descent profiles (ideally from Top of Descent) and where 
operational benefits may be enabled, be designed on a flexible basis that can be adapted to runway direction, high / 
low demand periods, seasonal traffic, week / weekend traffic patterns and should be regularly reviewed on an individual 
restriction basis;

n LoAs may benefit from the creation of new waypoints to enable a new, more optimal and higher Top of Descent point, 
or a more optimum descent profile. Such changes should be promoted during the regular LoA reviews; 

n Where altitude restrictions exist that are not directly related to a waypoint, consideration should be given to creating a 
respective waypoint / restriction so that they are brought to the attention of airspace users and / or CFSPs. This allows 

ERNIP Part 1 updates

These updates focus along the following proposals:

n CCO / CDO optimisation should be considered as an integral part of the airspace change process;

n CCO and CDO should be enabled to / from as high a level as possible (depending upon local conditions);

n Emphasising the importance of the environmental assessment in the airspace change process;

n Emphasising that external environmental experts should be involved in the airspace change process;

n Emphasising that Aircraft Operators should be involved in the airspace change process;

n Introducing ‘good practice’ principles of airspace and procedure design to enable more optimised CCO and CDO; 
and,

n Detailing the pros and cons of various arrival procedures to enable CDO in different operational environments.
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consideration by CFSPs for fuel planning and by the FMS for optimised flight paths that are correlated with practical 
daily use;

n Airspace design should include the design of arrival and departure routes together - simulations evaluating the effect 
of random variations of input variables are useful in evaluating likely trajectories and can therefore be used to optimise 
crossing points / levels as well as the trade-offs between various choices based on specific cases and locations. Where 
level flight is required for crossing tracks, this should be as high as practicable;

n Arrival routes should follow the optimum idle descent path of the most common aircraft profiles for each individual run-
way bearing in mind aircraft weights, prevalent winds, temperatures, speed schedules and optimum descent angles etc. 
Rules of thumb are available for supporting descent route creation. Aircraft Operators should be specifically requested 
to support this descent route creation;

n Optimum profile calculators may be used during airspace design to indicate minimum / maximum average FLs over 
certain waypoints based on the descent profiles of different aircraft types;

n There is a need to be flexible when designing an arrival route - airspace design usually takes into account a workable 
solution for traffic. When possible, profiles should also be optimised for non-peak periods. Alternatively, dedicated pro-
cedures can be developed for non-peak periods;

n When such peak / non-peak periods are determinable, solutions may be found to make optimised descent profiles avail-
able during specific times / days / seasons or under specified conditions; and, 

n The FMS logic of all Manufacturers should be taken into account when creating altitude windows in arrival routes - some 
FMSs may delete ‘unnecessary constraints above, at and even below CFL’. This is because any constraints above the cruis-
ing level are deleted while the upper limit of a constraint window will also be deleted if it is located above the cruising 
level. Aircraft Operators can reinforce the understanding of this point through education / training of the Flight Crew.

As a rule, the number of constraints should be minimised. If constraints exist, these points should be emphasised: based 
on the Task Force members’ experience, a basic set of “common sense” recommendations has been proposed for airspace 
design: 

n Routes should be designed with a minimum number of constraints; having a large number of constraints limits the po-
tential for the flight to optimise its climb and descent profile, and also increases the rate of non-compliance;

n Constraints that are very close to each other (e.g. a minimum of 10nm) should be avoided, as some FMSs may be unable 
to handle them;

n When speed constraints along a STAR are needed, it is preferable to define an entry speed into the STAR (e.g. “Maintain 
last MACH number, 280kts on transition”) than to have multiple constraints along the STAR (in practice however, such 
remarks may be overlooked by Flight Crews);

n Speed constraints should be avoided in the FL110-FL090 level band, because most FMSs have a pre-programmed de-
scent speed limit of 250kts below FL100, which would overrule a waypoint constraint (which would have lower FMS 
priority); 

n Transfer altitude conditions between sectors or between ACCs (LoAs) should be implemented by having a waypoint 
altitude constraint in the SID or STAR, in order to help CFSPs with flight planning;

n If altitude waypoint constraints are required, the preference is to use:

1) whenever possible, “at or above” constraints; 
2) “at or below” constraints;
3) “between constraints” (altitude window); and then,
4) “at” constraints.
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n When designing arrival routes, it is recommended that airline requirements and policies to reduce the descent rate 
within the last 2,000ft to 1,500ft/min and within the last 1000ft to 1000ft/min are taken into consideration. To reflect 
the transfer altitude of LoAs between sectors it is also recommended that a respective waypoint altitude constraint be 
created to also help CFSPs with flight planning.

Depending on the local needs, different airspace design solutions can be implemented to support CDO operations. The 
subsections below describe the different benefits and good practices of each solution for Closed Path, Open Path, Tailored 
Arrivals (TA) or Point Merge. They do not guarantee perfect CDO but they support CDO optimisation.

For future implementations into large hub airports, a 3D airspace tube could be considered, one which is controlled by one 
ATC unit from ToD until the end of the CDO procedure or from the start of the CCO procedure until ToC. Such a concept 
would have to address the delegation of ATS provision if the tube crossed lateral / vertical boundaries between neighbour-
ing ANSPs.

This appendix contains extracts from ERNIP Part 1 together with complementary text and case studies of actual implemen-
tations of different airspace design methods. It is not proposed to replace the existing text in ERNIP Part 1.

Closed Path design
Optimised Descent Profiles can only be flown if the exact distance to touchdown is given, either by adhering to a fixed 
STAR or by receiving this information from ATC. A Closed STAR procedure provides the Flight Crew with a defined distance 
to touchdown. The ideal Closed Path design is one with the minimum amount of distance flown, with no speed or altitude 
restrictions so that each aircraft can fly its optimum descent profile. Closed STAR procedures can be published in the AIP and 
can therefore be pre-programmed into the FMS.

Where multiple arrival routes are operated onto a single runway using Closed STARs, a strategic and tactical sequence of 
aircraft is required to ensure that safety is maintained in the case of aircraft automatically making a final approach turn into 
the direction of other arriving aircraft on different routes. 

Figure 23: Closed (top), Open (centre) and Open with a shortcut (bottom) STAR designs

In Figure 23, the Closed STAR procedure goes via waypoints A-B-C-D to the runway. Waypoint D represents the start of the 
final approach segment. In a Closed STAR procedure design, the FMS is able to monitor the total energy of the aircraft versus 
the planned trajectory to the greatest extent possible. With a Closed STAR procedure, if an aircraft is cleared by ATC for a 
shorter route after passing ToD (e.g. via waypoints A-B-D instead of A-B-C-D), this will result in the aircraft having too much 
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energy relative to landing requirements. The corresponding reduction in energy is achieved by using various drag devices, 
such as speed brakes or premature reconfiguration of the aircraft through slats / flaps or extension of the retractable landing 
gear. This may result in more noise on the ground.

Closed STAR procedures however, can be designed and published to anticipate alternative routeing to be given by ATC on 
a tactical basis. These tactical changes may be facilitated by providing additional waypoints allowing ATC to provide path 
stretching or reduction by the using instructions such as ‘direct to a waypoint’. However, these tactical changes, needed to 
maximise runway capacity, may affect the vertical profile planned by the area navigation system.

When tactical changes are given by ATC, the Controllers should also give regular and accurate DTG information to the Flight 
Crew. This is essential in order to allow the Flight Crew to optimise the descent profile.

In order to improve predictability, published descent procedures should be very close to what is actually flown and should 
be followed by both ATCOs and Flight Crews. They should also not be cancelled on a regular basis.

THE ENAV CASE

The following example from ENAV demonstrates how the ‘trombone’ concept, designed with a closed STAR structure, 
has been successfully implemented since 2017 at Rome Fiumicino Airport (LIRF).
At LIRF, the RNAV1 STARs (Trombones) are:

n Designed with a Closed Path structure: the trombones standardise the downwind-base-final circuit;
n Both trombones serve both runways to enhance maximum flexibility (ATCO side), and horizontal path efficiency 

(AU side); Arrival routes design coupled with on-board technical capabilities enable the operational management 
of the arrival traffic with the use of the ‘direct to’ technique by ATCOs;

n Approach management with radar vectors is used only occasionally;
n Trombone arrival routes are coded in the FMS database thus enabling high predictability and constant availability 

of DTG;
n With the use of the ‘direct to’ technique, paths can be shortened inside the structure; and,
n The paths can be changed with the ‘direct to’ technique provided that the angle of turn when intercepting the 

remainder of the planned trajectory does not exceed 90°, as illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 24: ‘Direct to’ technique used at Rome Fiumicino Airport.

➞
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Tailored Approaches design
The “tailored approaches” (TA) concept has been designed to take advantage of the capabilities widely available on today’s 
aircraft, among them flight management computers and integrated data link systems. 

Figure 25: The Tailored Arrivals concept (from ICAO)

The ideal TA is a trajectory that allows the aircraft to meet the required time at the metering fix (if any) while carrying out an 
idle descent along the optimal lateral path. The TA concept uses speed and altitude control to adjust the timing and descent 
profile of an aircraft. 

Therefore, the publishing of STARs’ level and speed windows should have aircraft performance limits and the wind data 
available to Flight Crews taken into consideration. It is also advisable to reduce the number of waypoints so as to heighten 
compliance with lateral and vertical constraints. Simulations could help the procedure designer assess the effect of different 
variables on the TA.

With this airspace design solution, in low peak periods, the same Closed TA STAR can be used together with the tactical 
facilitation made by the Controller so that no speed or altitude restrictions apply, allowing the crew to fly the most optimal 
profile. 

If tactical intervention is still expected in peak hours, the use of path stretching (see Figure 26) in the design phase is the 
preferred option. This gives the Controller several “paths” to sequence airplanes and the crew can still adapt the expected 
distance to go before descent is initiated.

The new STARs were deployed following a collaborative process, including cross-training, joint meetings and cock-
pit flights carried out by ATCOs. For the initial design, altitude and speed constraints were removed where possible. 
Following the continuous collaborative process, the airlines identified that more published speed / level constraints 
were required for better energy and profile management. Altitude level ‘windows’ were then identified instead of fixed 
altitude level constraints.

This concept enables CDO to be integrated in the RNAV1 ‘Trombone’ procedures while the dedicated arrival segments 
established to fly the transition from Free Route Airspace, allow the optimisation of the vertical profile and guarantee 
to airspace users a high degree of predictability during the whole approach phase.
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Open Path design
At airports where the Closed Path or tailored approaches options are not possible, or where the most appropriate solution 
is Open Path STARs, they provide track guidance to a downwind track position from which the aircraft is tactically guided by 
ATC to intercept the final approach track. Alternatively, the Open Path procedure may terminate at the entry of a TMA sector 
or at the merge point of two flows. In this latter case, because it is geographically further away from the runway, this gives 
ATC more freedom to vector aircraft. This can prove beneficial in cases where the runway configuration changes frequently. 
Radar-vectored Open STARs give greater flexibility in maintaining a high runway throughput, which is typically required in 
high-density traffic environments. Although they provide more ATC capacity than Closed Path STARs, they also require more 
tactical ATC interventions.

Figure 27: Closed versus Open STARs

The FMS assumes that the trajectory to be flown will be almost direct from the intermediate approach fix to the RWY i.e. the 
FMS does not know what path stretching will be applied by ATC and assumes that distance to touchdown is much shorter 
than is actually the case. In this case, the vertical profile in the FMS will reflect the assumed lateral trajectory (resulting in a 
non-optimised vertical profile) unless the Flight Crew generates their own FMS inputs to reflect the predicted trajectory that 
is expected to be flown, or uses the flight management modes so as to avoid a level segment.

Therefore, with Open STARs, ATC should facilitate an optimised vertical profile by providing regular and accurate DTG infor-
mation to the Flight Crew, wherever possible, so that a descent profile without inefficient level segments can be executed 
to the extent possible. Even with no level segments, the Open path option will create a non-optimal descent unless the dis-
tance to go information is given before the descent is initiated. This is the main reason why, from a CDO perspective, Closed 
Path procedures are preferable to Open Path ones.

Note that this solution requires more airspace volume than other solutions and may not be practicable in European TMAs 
where such space may not be available.

Figure 26: Path stretching methods (Source: ICAO)
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ANA-LUX CASE

One example of CDO procedures based on an Open STAR has been implemented by ANA-Lux. ANA-Lux, the 
Luxembourgian ANSP, has designed CDO procedures based on initial vectoring followed by direct routing to published 
waypoints that are explicitly referred in the CDO ATC clearance, as illustrated in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Vectoring followed by direct routing to IAPs at Luxembourg (ELLX)

 
In this example, the following ATC clearance 
will be given:

“LGL932 cleared CDO ILS approach RWY24 via 
[significant point] (e.g. ”CONDO”) QNH 1021, 
report established”. 

The Flight Crew will read back:
“Cleared CDO ILS approach RWY24 via 
CONDO. QNH 1021, LGL932 ” 

CDO are still flown via Open stars based on 
vectoring but the ATCO does not need to 
provide DTG information as the concept 
allows the Flight Crew to know the flight 
distance between the published waypoints 
once cleared to the initial waypoint.

Point Merge
The Point Merge System (PMS) is a systemised method for sequencing arrival flows, designed to work in high traffic loads 
without radar vectoring. It is based on a specific RNAV1 route structure, consisting of a waypoint (the merge point) and 
pre-defined legs (the sequencing legs) equidistant from this point. The sequencing is achieved with a “direct-to” instruction 
to the merge point at the appropriate time. The legs are only used to delay aircraft when necessary (“path stretching”); the 
length of the legs reflects the required delay absorption capacity. This system enhances situational awareness and reduces 
workload for Flight Crews and ATCOs.

Figure 29: Point Merge System
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In nominal conditions, aircraft remain on lateral navigation at all times. In low traffic conditions, aircraft are cleared direct 
to the merge point and DTG will be known by the FMS. In higher traffic conditions with aircraft flying along the sequencing 
legs, there will be vertical restrictions (level-offs in case of parallel legs) until the “direct to” instruction at which point the 
DTG is known as well. CDO may also be enabled by designing the procedure with an altitude restriction of ‘at or above’ at 
the beginning of the arc, depending upon the geometry of the sequencing legs.

POINT MERGE – THE EIDW (DUBLIN, IRELAND) CASE

Point Merge facilitates a dynamic and flexible management of arrivals and enables a maximum number of arrivals to 
be sequenced with minimum spacing towards the arrival runway. In light to moderate traffic conditions it facilitates 
“straight in approaches” and where necessary some following of the sequencing legs as shown in Figure 30a below. 
Any interruption of descent will be negligible in such situations (e.g. less than two minutes). 

Lateral holding in a Point Merge System, is typically followed by a direct routing to the Merge Point, which is then 
followed by a Closed Path route, giving an accurate remaining distance after leaving the sequencing leg(s). Figure 30b 
shows extensive use of the Point Merge legs with almost no racetrack pattern holding, whereas Figure 30c shows a 
situation where the Point Merge capacity has been fully exploited and significant racetrack holding is also required. 
The latter situations usually occur because of a reduction in the runway arrival rate; and other strategies such as ATFM 
arrival regulations will be required, to avoid ATC overload, and to minimise the environmental impact. It should be 
stressed that the EIDW PMS system was designed prior to a significant traffic increase (+40%) after the deployment of 
Point Merge that was not taken into account in the design. The situation shown in Figure 30c should not therefore be 
taken as a regular occurrence and in this particular example, will likely be alleviated by the second runway now under 
construction.

Figure 30: Point Merge System at EIDW under different traffic conditions

a)  Point Merge in light / 
 moderate traffic conditions

b)  Point Merge at its maximum  
 capability without racetrack  
 holding.

c)  Traffic situation exceeds 
 Point Merge capability.

Whereas it is acknowledged that holding and Point Merge legs have less environmental impact when they take place at 
higher altitudes, the geographical location of the Point Merge legs is also important. In the examples above, the noise im-
pact is minimal as the Point Merge legs are over the sea. Similar benefits may be found where the Point Merge legs are over 
land, away from areas of dense population. Where Point Merge legs are over land, the PMS design will tend to have higher 
sequencing legs and merge point above 6,000ft above terrain whenever possible, so that noise considerations should gen-
erally only be concerned with the last segment(s) before joining final.
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One advantage of Point Merge over racetrack holding is that the aircraft is always “configured” for an immediate approach 
from any physical location on the sequencing arc. There is no necessity to complete a racetrack pattern (e.g. the aircraft in a 
racetrack pattern can be heading in the opposite direction to that of the runway).

Figure 31 illustrates typical arrival vertical profiles in a Point Merge system.

                    a) Point Merge in light / moderate traffic conditions b) Point Merge with full use  
  of the sequencing legs

Figure 31: Typical arrival profiles in a Point Merge System

At a higher level, SESAR is carrying out studies that could support airspace design solutions in the future. For example, SES-
AR solution 62 “P-RNAV in complex TMA” provides a catalogue of structures that may alleviate the need for racetrack holding 
patterns. There are primarily two types of structures: trombones and Point Merge structures. In both cases, a path extension 
still exists, but it is more predictable for the Flight Crew than racetrack holding. In addition, the structures provide successive 
aircraft with lateral separation at an earlier stage than racetrack holding patterns, thereby making it unnecessary for ATC to 
provide vertical separation, which results in fewer restrictions in the descent. 

There are examples, though, of when holding cannot be alleviated and should still be used in the case when downstream 
airspace capacity is no longer sufficient to accommodate inbound traffic e.g. in case of runway closure, or weather. 

In the EIDW example, the ATCOs were able to delay the use / opening of the holds because the new Point Merge environ-
ment provided a clearer structured traffic picture, when compared to the old ‘vectoring’ environment.

SESAR solution 11, “CDO Using Point Merge”, provides an alternative to Point Merge structures. Here, aircraft are vectored 
until they can be cleared direct to the merge point (‘Merge to Point’ procedures), while vectoring is moved further away 
from the airport, and all aircraft follow a repeatable flight path after they pass the merge point. 

SESAR solutions 62 and 11 are complemented by the more advanced solution 51 “Enhanced terminal operations with RNP 
transition to LPV (Localiser Performance with Vertical guidance)”, and solution 9 “Enhanced terminal operations with auto-
matic RNP transition to ILS / GLS”. These solutions both enable a seamless transition from these airspace structures into the 
final approach path. 


